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Silvana R. Siddali
HB $185.009781107090767 Frontier Democracy

Frontier Democracy examines the debates over state constitutions in the antebellum Northwest
(Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin) from the 1820s–50s.

American history

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Giovanna Dell'Orto
HB $145.009781107108301 AP Foreign Correspondents in Action

Through extended portraits of AP foreign correspondents, this book documents the practices and
constraints shaping international news since World War II.

American history

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Giovanna Dell'Orto
PB $42.959781107519305 AP Foreign Correspondents in Action

Through extended portraits of AP foreign correspondents, this book documents the practices and
constraints shaping international news since World War II.

American history

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

Sandra F. VanBurkleo
HB $185.009781107098022 Gender Remade

Gender Remade examines the role that constitutional culture played in the transition from territory to
statehood in the American West.

American history

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Raymond Gavins
HB $155.009781107103399 The Cambridge Guide to African American History

This book's entries emphasize blacks' agency and achievements in nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, notably outcomes of the Civil Rights Movement.

American history

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Louise L. Stevenson
HB $155.009781107109643 Lincoln in the Atlantic World

This work reveals how Lincoln shaped his personal appearance, political strategies, and presidential
policies in response to global prompts.

American history

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Louise L. Stevenson
PB $45.959781107524231 Lincoln in the Atlantic World

This work reveals how Lincoln shaped his personal appearance, political strategies, and presidential
policies in response to global prompts.

American history

AUD $
$50.95NZD $

Edited by Hana Wirth-Nesher
HB $275.009781107048201 The Cambridge History of Jewish American Literature

This History presents a comprehensive history of Jewish American literature from its origins to the
present day.

American literature

AUD $
$302.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Rajini Srikanth , Min Song
HB $275.009781107053953 The Cambridge History of Asian American Literature

This History presents a comprehensive history of Asian American literature, from its origins in the
nineteenth century to the present day.

American literature

AUD $
$302.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Coleman Hutchison
HB $135.009781107109728 A History of American Civil War Literature

This book is the first omnibus history of the literature of the American Civil War, the deadliest conflict
in US history.

American literature

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

Edited by Joshua Miller
HB $135.009781107083950 The Cambridge Companion to the American Modernist Novel

The Cambridge Companion to the American Modernist Novel offers a comprehensive analysis of US
modernism as part of a global literature.

American literature

AUD $
$148.95NZD $
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Edited by Mark Richardson
HB $145.009781107123823 The Cambridge Companion to American Poets

This Companion brings together essays on some fifty-four American poets, from Anne Bradstreet to
contemporary performance poetry.

American literature

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Alan Barnard
HB $185.009781107041127 Language in Prehistory

Taking an anthropological perspective, Alan Barnard explores the evolution of language by
investigating the lives and languages of modern hunter-gatherers.

Anthropology

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Alan Barnard
PB $51.959781107692596 Language in Prehistory

Taking an anthropological perspective, Alan Barnard explores the evolution of language by
investigating the lives and languages of modern hunter-gatherers.

Anthropology

AUD $
$57.95NZD $

Edited by John Robb , Oliver J. T. Harris
PB $67.959780521124119 The Body in History

This book is a long-term history of how the human body has been understood in Europe from the
Palaeolithic to the present day.

Archaeology

AUD $
$74.95NZD $

Graham Connah - Australian National University, Canberra

HB $160.009781107011878

African Civilizations

This new revised edition offers expanded coverage, new illustrations and an extended new list of
references.

Archaeology

AUD $
$176.95NZD $Aus Author

Nadine Moeller
HB $170.009781107079755 The Archaeology of Urbanism in Ancient Egypt

This book presents the latest archaeological evidence that makes a case for Egypt as an early urban
society.

Archaeology

AUD $
$186.95NZD $

Edited by Colin Renfrew , Michael J. Boyd , Iain Morley

HB $170.009781107082731 Death Rituals, Social Order and the Archaeology of Immortality in the Ancient
World

This volume, with essays by leading archaeologists and prehistorians, considers how prehistoric
humans attempted to recognise, understand and conceptualise death.

Archaeology

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Graham Connah - Australian National University, Canberra

PB $64.959781107621275

African Civilizations

This new revised edition offers expanded coverage, new illustrations and an extended new list of
references.

Archaeology

AUD $
$71.95NZD $Aus Author

D. T. Potts
HB $185.009781107094697 The Archaeology of Elam

This book examines the formation and transformation of Elam's many identities through both
archaeological and written evidence.

Archaeology

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

D. T. Potts
PB $75.959781107476639 The Archaeology of Elam

This book examines the formation and transformation of Elam's many identities through both
archaeological and written evidence.

Archaeology

AUD $
$83.95NZD $

William D. Heacox
HB $90.959781107117525 The Expanding Universe

An overview of modern cosmology, accessible to undergraduate students, with emphasis on physical
foundations and relations to modern observations.

Astronomy

AUD $
$100.95NZD $
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Margaret Aston
HB $265.009780521770187 Broken Idols of the English Reformation

Major new study of the destruction of religious images and objects during the English Reformation.British history

AUD $
$291.95NZD $Firm sale only

Kirsten McKenzie - University of Sydney

HB $175.009781107070738

Imperial Underworld

Charts the political exposés of an escaped convict-turned-activist and sheds new light on
nineteenth-century British imperial reform.

British history

AUD $
$192.95NZD $Aus Author

Tim Hitchcock , Robert Shoemaker
HB $120.009781107025271 London Lives

Surveys the lives and experiences of hundreds of thousands of eighteenth-century non-elite
Londoners in the evolution of the modern world.

British history

AUD $
$131.95NZD $

Edited by Hans Beck , Peter Funke
HB $225.009780521192262 Federalism in Greek Antiquity

A comprehensive reassessment of federalism and political integration in antiquity, including detailed
descriptions of all the Greek federal states.

Classical studies

AUD $
$247.95NZD $Firm sale only

Mary R. Bachvarova
HB $220.009780521509794 From Hittite to Homer

Bold new approach to the prehistory of Homeric epic arguing for a fresh understanding of how Near
Eastern influence worked.

Classical studies

AUD $
$242.95NZD $Firm sale only

Nancy Worman

HB $150.009780521769556 Landscape and the Spaces of Metaphor in Ancient Literary Theory and
Criticism

Explores a new area of ancient literary theory and criticism by examining how landscape and
metaphor shape discussions of style.

Classical studies

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited and translated by David Brakke , Andrew Crislip
HB $150.009781107022560 Selected Discourses of Shenoute the Great

English translations of the major works of Shenoute the Great (c.347–465), foundational and
controversial figure in Egyptian Christianity.

Classical studies

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Edward M. Harris , David M. Lewis , Mark Woolmer
HB $195.009781107035881 The Ancient Greek Economy

The Ancient Greek Economy: Markets, Households and City-States brings together sixteen essays
by leading scholars of the ancient Greek economy.

Classical studies

AUD $
$214.95NZD $Firm sale only

Valerius Flaccus , Edited by Gesine Manuwald
HB $150.009781107037328 Valerius Flaccus:  Argonautica  Book III

First commentary in English on a book of this Flavian epic tailored to the needs of graduate and
undergraduate students.

Classical studies

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

James I. Porter
HB $225.009781107037472 The Sublime in Antiquity

Detailed new account of the historical emergence and conceptual reach of the sublime both before
and after Longinus.

Classical studies

AUD $
$247.95NZD $Firm sale only

Amy Russell
HB $145.009781107040496 The Politics of Public Space in Republican Rome

Explores how public space in Republican Rome was an unstable category marked, experienced, and
defined by multiple actors and audiences.

Classical studies

AUD $
$159.95NZD $
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Marjorie Susan Venit
HB $155.009781107048089 Visualizing the Afterlife in the Tombs of Graeco-Roman Egypt

Explores the visual narratives of a group of decorated tombs from Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt
(ca.300 BCE–250 CE).

Classical studies

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Lynne C. Lancaster
HB $155.009781107059351 Innovative Vaulting in the Architecture of the Roman Empire

This book on Roman construction explains why and how Roman builders employed a set of unusual
vaulting techniques.

Classical studies

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Nicholas Zair
HB $150.009781107068926 Oscan in the Greek Alphabet

By examining Greek-alphabet Oscan inscriptions, this book shines light on the linguistics,
bilingualism and epigraphy of ancient Southern Italy.

Classical studies

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Julia Annas , Gábor Betegh
HB $150.009781107074835 Cicero's  De Finibus

Opens up Cicero's work philosophically, taking us deeper into ancient ethical debates and into
Cicero's own sceptical stance.

Classical studies

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Fritz Graf
HB $170.009781107092112 Roman Festivals in the Greek East

Explores how festivals of Rome were celebrated in the Greek East and their transformations in the
Christian world.

Classical studies

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Loren J. Samons, II
HB $155.009781107110144 Pericles and the Conquest of History

Loren J. Samons, II examines the events of Athenian history to understand the actions and legacy of
this pivotal historical figure.

Classical studies

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by Michele Salzman , Marianne Sághy , Rita Lizzi Testa
HB $170.009781107110304 Pagans and Christians in Late Antique Rome

This book sheds new light on the religious and consequently social changes taking place in late
antique Rome.

Classical studies

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Edited by Richard Hunter , S. P. Oakley
HB $165.009781107116276 Latin Literature and its Transmission

A series of innovative studies in the textual and literary criticism of Latin literature and their mutually
supportive relationship.

Classical studies

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Boris Maslov
HB $165.009781107116634 Pindar and the Emergence of Literature

Demonstrates Pindar's importance for the coming into being of literature as it has been conceived of
in the West.

Classical studies

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Guy Hedreen
HB $170.009781107118256 The Image of the Artist in Archaic and Classical Greece

This book explores the persona of the artist in Archaic and Classical Greek art and literature.
Classical studies

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Sandra R. Joshel , Lauren Hackworth Petersen
PB $67.959780521139571 The Material Life of Roman Slaves

The Material Life of Roman Slaves retrieves and represents the physical environment and lives of
Roman slaves.

Classical studies

AUD $
$74.95NZD $

Valerius Flaccus , Edited by Gesine Manuwald
PB $54.959781107697263 Valerius Flaccus:  Argonautica  Book III

First commentary in English on a book of this Flavian epic tailored to the needs of graduate and
undergraduate students.

Classical studies

AUD $
$60.95NZD $
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Milan Vojnović
HB $125.009781107033139 Contest Theory

Using a game-theoretic framework, this unified, comprehensive treatment of contest design in
economics and computer science focuses on online applications.

Computer science

AUD $
$137.95NZD $

Jean-Luc Starck , Fionn Murtagh , Jalal Fadili
HB $135.009781107088061 Sparse Image and Signal Processing

State of the art sparse and multiscale image and signal processing with applications in astronomy,
biology, MRI, media, and forensics.

Computer science

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

Paul Wellin
HB $115.009781107116665 Essentials of Programming in  Mathematica ®

This is Mathematica for beginners. An example-driven text covering a wide variety of applications,
containing over 350 exercises with solutions available online.

Computer science

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

Edited by Brad Kent
HB $210.009781107047457 George Bernard Shaw in Context

This collection historicises the life and works of George Bernard Shaw through the lens of 42 popular
subjects of study.

Drama and theatre

AUD $
$231.95NZD $Firm sale only

Bruce McConachie
HB $155.009781107091399 Evolution, Cognition, and Performance

Bruce McConachie explores the biocultural basis of performance, from the cognitive processes that
facilitate it, to what keeps us engaged.

Drama and theatre

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Jim Davis
HB $145.009781107098855 Comic Acting and Portraiture in Late-Georgian and Regency England

An original study of the relationship between comic acting and the visual arts in late-Georgian and
Regency England.

Drama and theatre

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Michael Y. Bennett
HB $160.009781107053922 The Cambridge Introduction to Theatre and Literature of the Absurd

This accessible Introduction provides an in-depth overview of absurdism and its key figures in theatre
and literature.

Drama and theatre

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Jo Eidsvik , Tapan Mukerji , Debarun Bhattacharjya
HB $250.009781107040267 Value of Information in the Earth Sciences

Presents a unified framework for assessing the value of potential data gathering schemes, with a
focus on the Earth sciences.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$275.95NZD $Firm sale only

Gordon Bonan
HB $320.009781107043770 Ecological Climatology

The thoroughly updated new edition of Gordon Bonan's comprehensive textbook on terrestrial
ecosystems and climate change, for advanced students and researchers.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$352.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Patrick Daly , R. Michael Feener
HB $205.009781107073579 Rebuilding Asia Following Natural Disasters

Provides a detailed and comparative assessment of the humanitarian responses to major disasters in
Asia over the past two decades.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Stephen Kesler , Adam Simon
HB $110.009781107074910 Mineral Resources, Economics and the Environment

Written for students and professionals, this revised textbook surveys the mineral industry from
geological, environmental and economic perspectives.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$121.95NZD $
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Gordon Bonan
PB $155.009781107619050 Ecological Climatology

The thoroughly updated new edition of Gordon Bonan's comprehensive textbook on terrestrial
ecosystems and climate change, for advanced students and researchers.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Andrew E. Dessler
HB $155.009781107096820 Introduction to Modern Climate Change

The thoroughly updated second edition of an invaluable textbook for any introductory survey course
on the science and policy of climate change.

Earth and
environmental
science

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Michel De Vroey
HB $200.009780521898430 A History of Macroeconomics from Keynes to Lucas and Beyond

This book retraces the history of macroeconomics from Keynes's General Theory to the present.Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$220.95NZD $Firm sale only

Blake C. Clayton
HB $145.009781107042513 Commodity Markets and the Global Economy

This book provides a clear-eyed analysis of questions at the intersection of commodity markets,
natural resource economics, and public policy.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Jordan J. Louviere - University of South Australia, Terry N. Flynn - University of Western
Sydney and  A. A. J. Marley

HB $110.009781107043152

Best-Worst Scaling

First systematic treatment of best-worst scaling, explaining how to implement, analyze, and apply the
theory across a range of disciplines.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$120.95NZD $Aus Author

Per-Olov Johansson , Bengt Kriström
HB $175.009781107121027 Cost-Benefit Analysis for Project Appraisal

This book uses modern economic tools to obtain general equilibrium cost-benefit rules to evaluate
small, large and ultra-large projects.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Per-Olov Johansson , Bengt Kriström
PB $65.959781107548220 Cost-Benefit Analysis for Project Appraisal

This book uses modern economic tools to obtain general equilibrium cost-benefit rules to evaluate
small, large and ultra-large projects.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$72.95NZD $

Blake C. Clayton
PB $49.959781107616929 Commodity Markets and the Global Economy

This book provides a clear-eyed analysis of questions at the intersection of commodity markets,
natural resource economics, and public policy.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$54.95NZD $

Erwin Dekker
HB $165.009781107126404 The Viennese Students of Civilization

A fresh look at Austrian economists and the dynamic intellectual and political context in which they
lived and worked.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Mehrdad Vahabi
HB $185.009781107133976 The Political Economy of Predation

This book analyses conflict theory through one type of conflict in particular: manhunting, or predation.Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Paul Wallace
HB $71.959781107104891 The Euro Experiment

A clear, analytical and balanced guide to the euro experiment and subsequent crisis that will appeal
to a wide readership.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$79.95NZD $
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Roberto F. Aguilera , Marian Radetzki

HB $205.009781107110014

The Price of Oil

Explains why oil prices rose so spectacularly in the past and examines how they will be suppressed
in the future.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Aus Author

Firm sale only

Roberto F. Aguilera - Curtin University, Perth, Marian Radetzki

PB $71.959781107525627

The Price of Oil

Explains why oil prices rose so spectacularly in the past and examines how they will be suppressed
in the future.

Economics, business
studies

AUD $
$79.95NZD $Aus Author

Edited by Alagan Anpalagan , Mehdi Bennis , Rath Vannithamby
HB $215.009781107056718 Design and Deployment of Small Cell Networks

A comprehensive one-stop resource for understanding small cell networks, from fundamental
concepts to emerging trends, design tools, challenges and solutions.

Engineering

AUD $
$236.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Yu Sun , Deok-Ho Kim , Craig A. Simmons
HB $205.009781107078390 Integrative Mechanobiology

Experts describe state-of-the-art micro-nano techniques for cell mechanobiology and introduce the
most recent advances in the field.

Engineering

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Zhe Chen
HB $220.009781107079199 Advanced State Space Methods for Neural and Clinical Data

An authoritative and in-depth treatment of state space methods, with a range of applications in neural
and clinical data.

Engineering

AUD $
$238.95NZD $Firm sale only

Nadrian C. Seeman
HB $115.009780521764483 Structural DNA Nanotechnology

Written by the founder of the field, this is a comprehensive and accessible introduction to structural
DNA nanotechnology.

Engineering

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

William J. Dally , R. Curtis Harting , Tor M. Aamodt
HB $115.009781107098862 Digital Design Using VHDL

Provides students with a system-level perspective and the tools they need to analyze and design
complete digital systems using VHDL.

Engineering

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

Edited by Shuguang Cui , Alfred Hero , Zhi-Quan Luo , Jose Moura
HB $185.009781107099005 Big Data over Networks

Examines the crucial interaction between big data and communication, social and biological networks
using critical mathematical tools and state-of-the-art research.

Engineering

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Bixio Rimoldi
HB $130.009781107116450 Principles of Digital Communication

A comprehensive text that takes a unique top-down approach to teaching the fundamentals of digital
communication for a one-semester course.

Engineering

AUD $
$143.95NZD $

Jaan Kiusalaas
HB $170.009781107120570 Numerical Methods in Engineering with MATLAB®

This book describes and evaluates a range of numerical methods with an emphasis on problem
solving.

Engineering

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Dante Youla
HB $175.009781107122864 Theory and Synthesis of Linear Passive Time-Invariant Networks

A rigorous treatment of the essential mathematical structure of network synthesis problems, written
by an eminent researcher in the field.

Engineering

AUD $
$192.95NZD $
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Edited by Margaret Jane Kidnie , Sonia Massai
HB $165.009781107023741 Shakespeare and Textual Studies

A cutting-edge and comprehensive reassessment of the theories, practices and archival evidence
that shape editorial approaches to Shakespeare's texts.

English literature

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Edited by Clara Calvo , Coppélia Kahn
HB $165.009781107042773 Celebrating Shakespeare

This book explores how Shakespeare is still alive as a global cultural icon, on the 400th anniversary
of his death.

English literature

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Edited by Daniel Cook , Nicholas Seager
HB $145.009781107054684 The Afterlives of Eighteenth-Century Fiction

Explores the adaptation and appropriation of a range of canonical and lesser-known British and Irish
novels of the eighteenth century.

English literature

AUD $
$155.95NZD $

Edited by A. D. Cousins  - Macquarie University, Sydney and Geoffrey Payne - Macquarie
University, Sydney

HB $150.009781107064409

Home and Nation in British Literature from the English to the French
Revolutions

A wide-ranging account of the contested intersection between ideas of nationhood and home in
British literature between 1640 and 1830.

English literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $Aus Author

Stephen Dobranski
HB $155.009781107094390 Milton's Visual Imagination

Milton's Visual Imagination contends that Milton enriches his biblical source text with acute and
sometimes astonishing visual details.

English literature

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by David James
HB $135.009781107040236 The Cambridge Companion to British Fiction since 1945

The Cambridge Companion to British Fiction since 1945 provides insight into the critical traditions
shaping the literary landscape of modern Britain.

English literature

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

Edited by Francis O'Gorman
HB $155.009781107054899 The Cambridge Companion to John Ruskin

Draws together leading experts from a wide range of disciplines to analyse the life and work of John
Ruskin (1819–1900).

English literature

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by Linda H. Peterson
HB $165.009781107064843 The Cambridge Companion to Victorian Women's Writing

Innovative and comprehensive coverage of women writers' careers and literary achievements
spanning many literary genres during the Victorian period.

English literature

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Isabel Karremann
HB $145.009781107117587 The Drama of Memory in Shakespeare's History Plays

This book sheds new light on the dramatic devices Shakespeare developed for turning history into
theatre in his history plays.

English literature

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Tom MacFaul
HB $145.009781107117938 Shakespeare and the Natural World

This book explores the rich range of meanings that Shakespeare finds in the natural world, enabling
new readings of his works.

English literature

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Jane Rickard
HB $145.009781107120662 Writing the Monarch in Jacobean England

This book examines how Jacobean authors interpreted and responded to the works of King James VI
and I.

English literature

AUD $
$159.95NZD $
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Brian Chalk
HB $145.009781107123472 Monuments and Literary Posterity in Early Modern Drama

This book re-evaluates the relationship between Renaissance dramatists and literary posterity by
examining their work in relation to post-Reformation ideas about memorialization.

English literature

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Edited by Robin Truth Goodman
HB $155.009781107126084 Literature and the Development of Feminist Theory

This book offers an insightful look at the development of feminist theory through a literary lens.
English literature

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Bonnie Lander Johnson
HB $150.009781107130128 Chastity in Early Stuart Literature and Culture

This book explores early modern ideas of chastity and their cultural, political, medical, moral and
theological applications.

English literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Eric Falci
HB $115.009781107029637 The Cambridge Introduction to British Poetry, 1945–2010

This book provides an overview of poetry from England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland from
the postwar period through to the twenty-first century.

English literature

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

Edited by Rónán McDonald - University of New South Wales, Sydney

HB $135.009781107124165

The Values of Literary Studies

In The Values of Literary Studies: Critical Institutions, Scholarly Agendas, leading scholars illuminate
the purpose and priorities of literary criticism.

English literature

AUD $
$148.95NZD $Aus Author

Lukas Erne
PB $38.959781316507582 Shakespeare and the Book Trade

This study establishes the remarkable presence of Shakespeare's plays and poems in the early
modern English book trade.

English literature

AUD $
$42.95NZD $

Edited by Bruce R. Smith , General Ed. Katherine Rowe , Edited in association with Ton
Hoenselaars , Akiko Kusunoki , Andrew Murphy , Aimara da Cunha Resende

2 $920.009781107057258 The Cambridge Guide to the Worlds of Shakespeare 2 Volume Hardback Set

This transhistorical, international and interdisciplinary work will be of interest to students, theater
professionals and Shakespeare scholars.

English literature

AUD $
?NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Karen Leeder
HB $150.009781107006362 Rereading East Germany

The first volume in English about the German Democratic Republic and its legacy as a cultural
phenomenon.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Deborah A. Martinsen , Olga Maiorova
HB $150.009781107028760 Dostoevsky in Context

An overview of the social, political, economic, religious, journalistic and literary contexts that informed
Dostoevsky's life and works.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Evgeny Dobrenko , Mark Lipovetsky
HB $150.009781107068513 Russian Literature since 1991

An international team of leading experts provide the first comprehensive account of post-Soviet
Russian literature.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Albert Russell Ascoli , Unn Falkeid
HB $155.009781107006140 The Cambridge Companion to Petrarch

An account of the life and works of Petrarch, scholar and poet, and his influence on European
literature and culture.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$170.95NZD $
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Edited by John D. Lyons
HB $160.009781107036048 The Cambridge Companion to French Literature

A fresh and comprehensive account of the literature of France, from medieval romances to
twenty-first-century experimental poetry and novels.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Edited by Ileana Rodríguez , Mónica Szurmuk
HB $255.009781107085329 The Cambridge History of Latin American Women's Literature

This History explores Latin American women's literature from ancient indigenous cultures to the
beginning of the twenty-first century.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$280.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Christie McDonald , François Proulx
HB $150.009781107103368 Proust and the Arts

Offers new perspectives on Proust's complex and creative relation to a variety of art forms from
different eras.

European and world
literature

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

John S. Ott
HB $170.009781107017818 Bishops, Authority and Community in Northwestern Europe, c.1050–1150

An important new study of episcopal office and clerical identity in a socially and culturally dynamic
region of medieval Europe.

European history

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Laura Weigert
HB $145.009781107040472 French Visual Culture and the Making of Medieval Theater

This book revives the variety of performances that took place in the realms of the French kings and
Burgundian dukes.

European history

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Andrew Walker White
HB $180.009781107073852 Performing Orthodox Ritual in Byzantium

The first full-length, interdisciplinary study of the Greek performing arts - theatre, rhetoric and ritual -
between antiquity and the Renaissance.

European history

AUD $
$198.95NZD $Firm sale only

Peter Fane-Saunders
HB $195.009781107079861 Pliny the Elder and the Emergence of Renaissance Architecture

This book is the first to demonstrate the extent of Pliny's contribution to Italian Renaissance
architecture.

European history

AUD $
$214.95NZD $Firm sale only

Jeff Fynn-Paul
HB $170.009781107091948 The Rise and Decline of an Iberian Bourgeoisie

One of the first long-term studies of the Catalonian city of Manresa during the late medieval crisis.
European history

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Barbara H. Rosenwein
HB $160.009781107097049 Generations of Feeling

An exploration of emotional life in the West, considering the varieties, transformations and constants
of human emotions over eleven centuries.

European history

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

William D. Phillips, Jr , Carla Rahn Phillips
HB $175.009781107109711 A Concise History of Spain

This updated edition traces Spain's history from prehistoric times to the present, focusing particularly
on culture, society, politics, and personalities.

European history

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Barbara H. Rosenwein
PB $57.959781107480841 Generations of Feeling

An exploration of emotional life in the West, considering the varieties, transformations and constants
of human emotions over eleven centuries.

European history

AUD $
$63.95NZD $

Amy R. Bloch
HB $145.009781107099166 Lorenzo Ghiberti's Gates of Paradise

This book is an in-depth study of the Old Testament narratives in Lorenzo Ghiberti's masterpiece
Gates of Paradise.

European history

AUD $
$159.95NZD $
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Catherine Fletcher
HB $145.009781107107793 Diplomacy in Renaissance Rome

The first comprehensive study of Renaissance diplomacy for sixty years, focusing on Europe's most
important political centre, Rome, between 1450 and 1530.

European history

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Stephen G. Gross
HB $180.009781107112254 Export Empire

A major new interpretation of Nazi influence in southeastern Europe through the concepts of soft
power and informal empire.

European history

AUD $
$198.95NZD $Firm sale only

Thomas Izbicki
HB $150.009781107124417 The Eucharist in Medieval Canon Law

Thomas Izbicki presents a new analysis of the medieval Church's teaching about and disciplined
practice of the Eucharist.

European history

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Agnes Lugo-Ortiz , Angela Rosenthal
PB $64.959781107533752 Slave Portraiture in the Atlantic World

The first book to focus on the individualized portrayal of enslaved people from the late sixteenth
century to abolition in 1888.

European history

AUD $
$71.95NZD $

Jonathan Steinberg
PB $54.959780521709552 Why Switzerland?

A revised and completely updated edition of Jonathan Steinberg's classic account of Switzerland's
unique political and economic system.

European history

AUD $
$60.95NZD $

Jonathan Steinberg
HB $180.009780521883078 Why Switzerland?

A revised and completely updated edition of Jonathan Steinberg's classic account of Switzerland's
unique political and economic system.

European history

AUD $
$198.95NZD $Firm sale only

Joseph Isaac Lifshitz
HB $155.009781107008243 Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg and the Foundation of Jewish Political Thought

This book examines the political thought of Rabbi Meir of Rothenburg, the most important thirteenth
century German Rabbi.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Peter Collins
HB $150.009781107029262 The Royal Society and the Promotion of Science since 1960

The first synoptic history of how the Royal Society faced up to the challenges of continued relevance
from 1960 onwards.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Raymond G. Stokes , Ralf Banken
HB $205.009781107033122 Building on Air

This is the first scholarly history of the industrial gases industry from its origins to the present.History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Larry Neal
HB $175.009781107034174 A Concise History of International Finance

A comprehensive survey of international financial history across three thousand years that reveals
how previous crises were successfully overcome.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Martin Ruehl
HB $145.009781107036994 The Italian Renaissance in the German Historical Imagination, 1860–1930

Explores German engagement with the Italian Renaissance in the decades from German unification
to the Weimar republic.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$155.95NZD $
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A. J. A. Morris
HB $145.009781107105492 Reporting the First World War

Major study of the influential military correspondent, Charles Repington, and his daily column in The
Times during the Great War.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Vera Keller
HB $155.009781107110137 Knowledge and the Public Interest, 1575–1725

This study shows that modernity has its origins in the advancement of knowledge, not in the
Scientific Revolution.

History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Jörg Fisch , Translated by Anita Mage
HB $145.009781107037960 The Right of Self-Determination of Peoples

This book examines the conceptual and political history of the right of self-determination of peoples.
History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Jörg Fisch , Translated by Anita Mage
PB $49.959781107688209 The Right of Self-Determination of Peoples

This book examines the conceptual and political history of the right of self-determination of peoples.
History - cross
discipline

AUD $
$54.95NZD $

Von Hardesty
HB $155.009780521820554 Camera Aloft

Camera Aloft argues that Edward Steichen played a major role in the birth of modern aerial
photography as a tool for intelligence gathering.

History - other areas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Gregory Mann
HB $150.009781107016545 From Empires to NGOs in the West African Sahel

This book explains the shift from the government of empires to that of NGOs in the region just south
of the Sahara.

History - other areas

AUD $
$162.95NZD $

David A. Bello
HB $155.009781107068841 Across Forest, Steppe, and Mountain

Using Manchu and Chinese sources, this book explores the environmental history of Qing China's
Manchurian, Inner Mongolian, and Yunnan borderlands.

History - other areas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by Fabian Klose
HB $165.009781107075511 The Emergence of Humanitarian Intervention

A study of the emergence and development of humanitarian intervention from the nineteenth century
through to the present day.

History - other areas

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Clare Anderson , Madhumita Mazumdar , Vishvajit Pandya
HB $150.009781107076792 New Histories of the Andaman Islands

A multidisciplinary exploration of the history of the Andaman Islands, blending history, sociology and
anthropology.

History - other areas

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

John A. Gronbeck-Tedesco
HB $155.009781107083080 Cuba, the United States, and Cultures of the Transnational Left, 1930–1975

This book examines how Cuba's revolutions of 1933 and 1959 became touchstones for
border-crossing endeavors of radical politics and cultural experimentation over the mid-twentieth
century.

History - other areas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Peter Lorge
HB $150.009781107084759 The Reunification of China

A groundbreaking work examining the military and political events that shaped the Song dynasty
(960–1279) in China.

History - other areas

AUD $
$165.95NZD $
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Edited by Anita Burdett

1 ?9781840973259 Records of the Kurds: Territory, Revolt and Nationalism, 1831–1979 13
Volume Set

A documentary history of the Kurdish peoples' struggle for a recognised homeland, from disparate
revolt to the rise of nationalism.

History - other areas

AUD $
?NZD $Firm sale only

Christian Lange
HB $130.009780521506373 Paradise and Hell in Islamic Traditions

This book covers the theological, philosophical, mystical, topographical, architectural and ritual
aspects of the Muslim belief in paradise and hell.

History - other areas

AUD $
$143.95NZD $

Christian A. Williams
HB $155.009781107099340 National Liberation in Postcolonial Southern Africa

Williams traces the South West Africa People's Organization of Namibia across three decades in
exile in Tanzania, Zambia, and Angola.

History - other areas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Priya Lal
HB $145.009781107104525 African Socialism in Postcolonial Tanzania

This is the first major historical study of Tanzania's socialist experiment: the ujamaa villagization
initiative of 1967–75.

History - other areas

AUD $
$155.95NZD $

Joy Damousi - University of Melbourne

HB $145.009781107115941

Memory and Migration in the Shadow of War

A major new study which evaluates the enduring impact of war on family memory in the Greek
diaspora.

History - other areas

AUD $
$159.95NZD $Aus Author

Xing Hang
HB $150.009781107121843 Conflict and Commerce in Maritime East Asia

A major new interpretation of the Zheng family of merchants and militarists, who dominated the
seventeenth-century China Seas.

History - other areas

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Timothy Cheek
HB $145.009781107021419 The Intellectual in Modern Chinese History

A vivid account of Chinese intellectuals across the twentieth century that provides a guide to making
sense of China today.

History - other areas

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Edited by Eric Tagliacozzo , Shawkat Toorawa
HB $115.009781107030510 The Hajj

Scholars from several fields tell the story of the Hajj and explain its significance as one of the key
events in the Muslim religious calendar.

History - other areas

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

Edited by Eric Tagliacozzo , Shawkat Toorawa
PB $42.959781107612808 The Hajj

Scholars from several fields tell the story of the Hajj and explain its significance as one of the key
events in the Muslim religious calendar.

History - other areas

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

Timothy Cheek
PB $56.959781107643192 The Intellectual in Modern Chinese History

A vivid account of Chinese intellectuals across the twentieth century that provides a guide to making
sense of China today.

History - other areas

AUD $
$62.95NZD $

Silvina Montrul
HB $185.009781107007246 The Acquisition of Heritage Languages

An authoritative overview of research into heritage language acquisition, covering key terminological
and empirical issues, theoretical approaches, and research methodologies.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Jeff Good
HB $160.009781107015029 The Linguistic Typology of Templates

This first comprehensive study of linguistic templatic constructions in morphology and syntax
employs cutting-edge computational methods to study templates typologically.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Neil Murray
HB $165.009781107032781 Standards of English in Higher Education

A frank critical appraisal of English language proficiency as a key issue in higher education today.Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$178.95NZD $Firm sale only

Philippe Martin
HB $160.009781107036185 The Structure of Spoken Language

An innovative and unified grammar of sentence intonation, applied to Romance languages (French,
Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan and Romanian).

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Edited by Jeanine Treffers-Daller , Carmen Silva-Corvalán
HB $160.009781107044494 Language Dominance in Bilinguals

With contributions from an international team of leading experts, this volume offers new ways to
explore and measure language dominance.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Andrea Sims
HB $165.009781107045842 Inflectional Defectiveness

An accessible exploration of how defectiveness emerges from the implicative organization of
paradigms and the structure of the lexicon.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$178.95NZD $Firm sale only

Neil Smith , Nicholas Allott
HB $175.009781107082144 Chomsky

A radically revised and updated account of Noam Chomsky's thought and its revolutionary impact on
linguistics, psychology, philosophy and politics.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Edited by Edith L. Bavin - La Trobe University, Victoria, Letitia R. Naigles

HB $225.009781107087323

The Cambridge Handbook of Child Language

An updated and extended version of this authoritative one-stop resource for the study of language
acquisition and development.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$247.95NZD $Aus Author

Firm sale only

Edited by Pius ten Hacken
HB $160.009781107099708 The Semantics of Compounding

Presents three frameworks for studying morphology, offering different insights into the meaning of
compounds.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Paul Warren - Victoria University of Wellington

HB $175.009781107123854

Uptalk

In this first comprehensive analysis of 'uptalk', Paul Warren examines the phenomenon's historical
origins, geographical spread and social influences.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$192.95NZD $NZ Author

Vyvyan Evans
HB $175.009781107123915 The Crucible of Language

In The Crucible of Language, Vyvyan Evans explains what we know, and what we do, when we
communicate using language.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$192.95NZD $
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Paul Warren - Victoria University of Wellington

PB $51.959781107560840

Uptalk

In this first comprehensive analysis of 'uptalk', Paul Warren examines the phenomenon's historical
origins, geographical spread and social influences.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$57.95NZD $NZ Author

Vyvyan Evans
PB $54.959781107561038 The Crucible of Language

In The Crucible of Language, Vyvyan Evans explains what we know, and what we do, when we
communicate using language.

Language and
linguistics

AUD $
$60.95NZD $

Phil Harris
PB $65.959780521132077 An Introduction to Law

An extensively updated introduction to law through a 'law in context' perspective.
Law

AUD $
$72.95NZD $

Andrew Serdy
HB $175.009781107001565 The New Entrants Problem in International Fisheries Law

International agreements on allocation of fish stocks do not apply to other States - can they be
prevented from upsetting hard-fought bargains?

Law

AUD $
$190.95NZD $

Malgosia Fitzmaurice
HB $175.009781107021099 Whaling and International Law

An in-depth analysis of one of the most complex and intriguing legal and sociological phenomena of
the contemporary period.

Law

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Jerome H. Reichman , Paul F. Uhlir , Tom Dedeurwaerdere
HB $220.009781107021747 Governing Digitally Integrated Genetic Resources, Data, and Literature

This book examines the current legal status of the international genetic information commons and
proposes alternative management strategies.

Law

AUD $
$240.95NZD $Firm sale only

Sara Bannerman
HB $155.009781107023062 International Copyright and Access to Knowledge

A history of international copyright focusing on principles of access to knowledge (A2K) and the A2K
movement.

Law

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Brian Ray
HB $165.009781107029453 Engaging with Social Rights

A new and comprehensive account of the South African Constitutional Court's social rights decisions.
Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Edited by Elihu Lauterpacht , Christopher Greenwood , Karen Lee
HB $350.009781107058927 International Law Reports

Reports in English on decisions of international courts and arbitrators and judgments of national
courts.

Law

AUD $
$385.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Elihu Lauterpacht , Christopher Greenwood , Karen Lee
HB $440.009781107058934 International Law Reports

Reports in English on decisions of international courts and arbitrators and judgments of national
courts.

Law

AUD $
$484.95NZD $Firm sale only

Joachim Dietrich - Bond University, Queensland and Pauline Ridge - Australian National
University, Canberra

HB $185.009781107063440

Accessories in Private Law

Describes and analyses the law concerning accessories in tort, contract, equity and statute across
common law jurisdictions.

Law

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Aus Author

Firm sale only
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Edited by Simon Lester , Bryan Mercurio , Lorand Bartels
HB $260.009781107063761 Bilateral and Regional Trade Agreements

This collection provides case studies which illustrate the latest trends and innovations in bilateral and
regional trade agreements.

Law

AUD $
$286.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Simon Lester , Bryan Mercurio , Lorand Bartels
2 $505.009781107063815 Bilateral and Regional Trade Agreements 2 Volume Set

This two-volume set illustrates and analyses the latest trends and innovations in bilateral and
regional trade agreements.

Law

AUD $
$555.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Simon Lester , Bryan Mercurio , Lorand Bartels
HB $315.009781107063907 Bilateral and Regional Trade Agreements

This second edition provides updated, comprehensive and systemic analysis of the contents and
recent trends of BRTAs.

Law

AUD $
$346.95NZD $Firm sale only

Helen Irving - University of Sydney

HB $165.009781107065109

Citizenship, Alienage, and the Modern Constitutional State

This book tells the long-neglected story of women's marital denaturalization in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $Aus Author

Locknie Hsu
HB $185.009781107072732 Trade, Investment, Innovation and their Impact on Access to Medicines

Locknie Hsu explores the economic and public health issues that impact upon access to medicines in
Asian states.

Law

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Christian De Vos , Sara Kendall , Carsten Stahn
HB $205.009781107076532 Contested Justice

An in-depth and interdisciplinary analysis of the politics and practice of the International Criminal
Court. This title is also available as open access.

Law

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Jacob Weinrib
HB $160.009781107084285 Dimensions of Dignity

Offers a public law theory that elaborates the idea of human dignity to illuminate and justify
innovations in constitutional practice.

Law

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Ilaria Espa , Foreword by Giorgio Sacerdoti
HB $175.009781107085961 Export Restrictions on Critical Minerals and Metals

Examines existing WTO disciplines on export restrictions in light of the proliferation of export
restraints on critical minerals and metals.

Law

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Edited by Francesca Ippolito , Seline Trevisanut
HB $160.009781107087859 Migration in the Mediterranean

Critically analyses how institutional actors interact on the international scene in the control and
management of migration in the Mediterranean.

Law

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Edited by Yossi Dahan , Hanna Lerner , Faina Milman-Sivan
HB $160.009781107087873 Global Justice and International Labour Rights

Presents innovative perspectives on the moral and legal obligations of individuals and institutions
toward workers in the global era.

Law

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Boris I. Bittker , Scott Idleman , Frank S. Ravitch
HB $180.009781107071827 Religion and the State in American Law

This book provides a comprehensive overview of religion and government in the United States,
providing historical context to contemporary issues.

Law

AUD $
$193.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Edited by Jena Martin , Karen E. Bravo
HB $245.009781107095526 The Business and Human Rights Landscape

This is the first book offering a comprehensive historical and contemporary analysis of the emerging
business and human rights field.

Law

AUD $
$264.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Ross P. Buckley - University of New South Wales, Sydney, Emilios Avgouleas ,
Douglas W. Arner

HB $215.009781107100930

Reconceptualising Global Finance and its Regulation

Taking stock of the 2008 global financial crisis, this book provides 'outside the box' solutions for
reforming international financial regulation.

Law

AUD $
$236.95NZD $Aus Author

Firm sale only

Rosemary Lyster
HB $175.009781107107229 Climate Justice and Disaster Law

Provides a unique, comprehensive and interdisciplinary analysis of climate justice and disaster law.
Law

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Boris Rigod
HB $165.009781107116122 Optimal Regulation and the Law of International Trade

This book applies a law and economics methodology to enquire into the interface between regulation
and international trade law.

Law

AUD $
$178.95NZD $Firm sale only

Christian Djeffal
HB $185.009781107118317 Static and Evolutive Treaty Interpretation

How should international treaties be interpreted over time? This book addresses what evolutive
interpretation looks like in reality.

Law

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Fernando R. Tesón
HB $165.009781107119130 The Theory of Self-Determination

In this book, leading scholars re-examine the principle of national self-determination from diverse
theoretical perspectives.

Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Dale A. Nance
HB $165.009781107124189 The Burdens of Proof

This book explores contemporary thinking on the evidential requirements that are critical for practical
decision-making.

Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Edited by Miquel Martín-Casals , Diego M. Papayannis
HB $190.009781107128361 Uncertain Causation in Tort Law

Discusses causal uncertainty in tort liability and shows the important normative, epistemological and
procedural implications of the various proposed solutions.

Law

AUD $
$205.95NZD $Firm sale only

Christopher Brummer
HB $165.009781107128637 Soft Law and the Global Financial System

Newly expanded and revised, this book explains why informal standards are used to coordinate
global financial rules.

Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Edited by Beate Sjåfjell , Anja Wiesbrock
HB $155.009781107129641 Sustainable Public Procurement Under EU Law

This book evaluates the 2014 EU public procurement law reform from a sustainability perspective.
Law

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

András Jakab
HB $205.009781107130784 European Constitutional Language

Provides a systematic analysis of both the historical development and current interpretation of
constitutional law discourse in Europe.

Law

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Ryan C. Black , Ryan J. Owens , Justin Wedeking , Patrick C. Wohlfarth
HB $165.009781107137141 US Supreme Court Opinions and their Audiences

An investigation of how US Supreme Court justices alter the clarity of their opinions based on
expected reactions from their audiences.

Law

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Robert Schütze
HB $160.009781107138865 European Constitutional Law

This fully updated textbook provides clear and comprehensive coverage of European constitutional
law and features numerous case extracts and colour figures.

Law

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Philiip Reynolds
HB $235.009781107146150 How Marriage Became One of the Sacraments

An indispensable guide to how marriage acquired the status of a sacrament.Law

AUD $
$258.95NZD $Firm sale only

Boris I. Bittker , Scott Idleman , Frank S. Ravitch
PB $63.959781107419285 Religion and the State in American Law

This book provides a comprehensive overview of religion and government in the United States,
providing historical context to contemporary issues.

Law

AUD $
$69.95NZD $

Jacques Pelkmans
PB $67.959781107590731 The ASEAN Economic Community

A conceptual study on the economic integration of the new ASEAN Economic Community.
Law

AUD $
$74.95NZD $

Robert Beckman , Leonardo Bernard , Hao Duy Phan , Hsien-Li Tan , Ranyta Yusran
PB $115.009781316507827 Promoting Compliance

The first comprehensive and systematic analysis of ASEAN's dispute settlement and monitoring
mechanisms as a means to better compliance.

Law

AUD $
$126.95NZD $

Alan Schenk , Victor Thuronyi , Wei Cui
HB $235.009781107042988 Value Added Tax

This book integrates legal, economic, and administrative materials about the value added tax to
present the only comparative study of VAT law.

Law

AUD $
$253.95NZD $Firm sale only

Yoram Dinstein
HB $205.009781107118409 The Conduct of Hostilities under the Law of International Armed Conflict

The definitive textbook on the law of international armed conflict.Law

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Paul Craig
HB $185.009781107125124 UK, EU and Global Administrative Law

A detailed analysis of the foundations and challenges of UK, EU and global administrative law.Law

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

David A. J. Richards
HB $135.009781107129108 Why Love Leads to Justice

This book tells the stories of notable historical figures whose resistance of patriarchal laws
transformed ethical, political, and legal standards.

Law

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

Yoram Dinstein
PB $85.959781107544185 The Conduct of Hostilities under the Law of International Armed Conflict

The definitive textbook on the law of international armed conflict.
Law

AUD $
$94.95NZD $

Edited by Jon S. T. Quah

PB $145.009781107545175 The Role of the Public Bureaucracy in Policy Implementation in Five ASEAN
Countries

Comparative analysis of the public bureaucracy's implementation of two ASEAN policies in
Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and Vietnam.

Law

AUD $
$159.95NZD $
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Paul Craig
PB $71.959781107563087 UK, EU and Global Administrative Law

A detailed analysis of the foundations and challenges of UK, EU and global administrative law.
Law

AUD $
$79.95NZD $

David A. J. Richards
PB $45.959781107569829 Why Love Leads to Justice

This book tells the stories of notable historical figures whose resistance of patriarchal laws
transformed ethical, political, and legal standards.

Law

AUD $
$50.95NZD $

Robert Schütze
PB $74.959781316503942 European Constitutional Law

This fully updated textbook provides clear and comprehensive coverage of European constitutional
law and features numerous case extracts and colour figures.

Law

AUD $
$82.95NZD $

Paul Ponganis
HB $205.009780521765558 Diving Physiology of Marine Mammals and Seabirds

An up-to-date synthesis of comparative diving physiology research, illustrating the features of dive
performance and its biomedical and ecological relevance.

Life sciences

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Vincent H. Stefan , George W. Gill
HB $230.009781107023666 Skeletal Biology of the Ancient Rapanui (Easter Islanders)

A succinct volume presenting current views of Rapanui prehistory, utilising biological evidence to
modify existing archaeological and cultural anthropological preconceptions.

Life sciences

AUD $
$253.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Gerard P. Closs - University of Otago, New Zealand, Martin Krkosek , Julian D.
Olden

HB $230.009781107040113

Conservation of Freshwater Fishes

A global assessment of the current state of freshwater fish biodiversity and the opportunities and
challenges to conservation.

Life sciences

AUD $
$253.95NZD $NZ Author

Firm sale only

Edited by Krishnarao Appasani
HB $330.009781107042766 Genome-Wide Association Studies

Experts from academia and industry highlight the potential of genome-wide association studies from
basic science to clinical and biotechnological/pharmaceutical applications.

Life sciences

AUD $
$363.95NZD $Firm sale only

Peter Andrews
HB $85.959781107100671 An Ape's View of Human Evolution

Brings together ecology, evolution, genetics, anatomy and geology to provide a new perspective on
human evolution from the apes' viewpoint.

Life sciences

AUD $
$94.95NZD $

Mark A. Burgman - University of Melbourne

HB $160.009781107112087

Trusting Judgements

Even experienced experts can be biased and overconfident. This book explains how to ensure
experts provide reliable scientific advice.

Life sciences

AUD $
$176.95NZD $Aus Author

Alan F. Dixson - Victoria University of Wellington

HB $145.009781107114616

The Mandrill

The first extensive treatment of the mandrill's reproductive and behavioural biology, focusing on
mechanisms of sexual selection and evolution.

Life sciences

AUD $
$159.95NZD $NZ Author
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Mark A. Burgman - University of Melbourne

PB $57.959781107531024

Trusting Judgements

Even experienced experts can be biased and overconfident. This book explains how to ensure
experts provide reliable scientific advice.

Life sciences

AUD $
$63.95NZD $Aus Author

Edited by Gerard P. Closs - University of Otago, New Zealand, Martin Krkosek , Julian D.
Olden

PB $115.009781107616097

Conservation of Freshwater Fishes

A global assessment of the current state of freshwater fish biodiversity and the opportunities and
challenges to conservation.

Life sciences

AUD $
$126.95NZD $NZ Author

Jennifer J. Griffin
HB $185.009781107058675 Managing Corporate Impacts

Managing Corporate Impacts uses simple frameworks to demonstrate why and how today's
corporations co-create enduring value with multiple stakeholders simultaneously.

Management

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only

Matthias Holweg , Nick Oliver
HB $105.009781107076013 Crisis, Resilience and Survival

This book uses a series of high-profile case studies to examine the processes by which auto
companies fail or survive.

Management

AUD $
$115.95NZD $

Claudi Alsina , Roger Nelsen
HB $125.009780883853580 A Mathematical Space Odyssey

A book for secondary school and university teachers that presents various techniques for proving
mathematical results in three-dimensional Euclidean space.

Mathematics

AUD $
$137.95NZD $

Carola-Bibiane Schönlieb
HB $145.009781107001008 Partial Differential Equation Methods for Image Inpainting

This book introduces the mathematical concept of partial differential equations (PDEs) for virtual
image restoration.

Mathematics

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Emmanuel Fricain , Javad Mashreghi
HB $215.009781107027770 The Theory of  H ( b ) Spaces

In two volumes, this comprehensive treatment covers all that is needed to understand and appreciate
this beautiful branch of mathematics.

Mathematics

AUD $
$236.95NZD $Firm sale only

Emmanuel Fricain , Javad Mashreghi
HB $250.009781107027787 The Theory of  H ( b ) Spaces

In two volumes, this comprehensive treatment covers all that is needed to understand and appreciate
this beautiful branch of mathematics.

Mathematics

AUD $
$275.95NZD $Firm sale only

Brian A. Munson , Ismar Volić
HB $230.009781107030251 Cubical Homotopy Theory

A modern, example-driven introduction to cubical diagrams and related topics such as homotopy
limits and cosimplicial spaces.

Mathematics

AUD $
$253.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Valérie Berthé , Michel Rigo
HB $225.009781107077027 Combinatorics, Words and Symbolic Dynamics

Surveys trends arising from the applications and interactions between combinatorics, symbolic
dynamics and theoretical computer science.

Mathematics

AUD $
$247.95NZD $Firm sale only

Albert Marden
HB $140.009781107116740 Hyperbolic Manifolds

This study of hyperbolic geometry has both pedagogy and research in mind, and includes exercises
and further reading for each chapter.

Mathematics

AUD $
$154.95NZD $
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Marcelo Viana , Krerley Oliveira
HB $230.009781107126961 Foundations of Ergodic Theory

Self-contained introductory textbook suitable for a variety of one- or two-semester courses. Rich with
examples, applications and exercises.

Mathematics

AUD $
$253.95NZD $Firm sale only

Jan-Hendrik Evertse , Kálmán Győry
HB $140.009781107097605 Unit Equations in Diophantine Number Theory

A comprehensive, graduate-level treatment of unit equations and their various applications.
Mathematics

AUD $
$154.95NZD $

Barry Mazur , William Stein
HB $90.959781107101920 Prime Numbers and the Riemann Hypothesis

This book introduces prime numbers and explains the famous unsolved Riemann hypothesis.
Mathematics

AUD $
$100.95NZD $

Teo Mora
HB $250.009781107109636 Solving Polynomial Equation Systems IV

Covers extensions of Buchberger's Theory and Algorithm, and promising recent alternatives to
Gröbner bases.

Mathematics

AUD $
$275.95NZD $Firm sale only

Alan Frieze , Michał Karoński
HB $145.009781107118508 Introduction to Random Graphs

The text covers random graphs from the basic to the advanced, including numerous exercises and
recommendations for further reading.

Mathematics

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Christopher Godsil , Karen Meagher
HB $145.009781107128446 Erdős–Ko–Rado Theorems: Algebraic Approaches

Graduate text focusing on algebraic methods that can be applied to prove the Erdős–Ko–Rado
Theorem and its generalizations.

Mathematics

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Adam Bobrowski
HB $205.009781107137431 Convergence of One-parameter Operator Semigroups

Presents the classical theory of convergence of semigroups and looks at how it applies to real-world
phenomena.

Mathematics

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Luis Dieulefait , Gerd Faltings , D. R. Heath-Brown , Yu. V. Manin , B. Z. Moroz ,
Jean-Pierre Wintenberger

PB $145.009781107462540 Arithmetic and Geometry

The world's leading authorities describe the state of the art in Serre's conjecture and rational points
on algebraic varieties.

Mathematics

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

J. C. Meyer , D. J. Needham

PB $97.959781107477391 The Cauchy Problem for Non-Lipschitz Semi-Linear Parabolic Partial
Differential Equations

A monograph containing significant new developments in the theory of reaction-diffusion systems,
particularly those arising in chemistry and life sciences.

Mathematics

AUD $
$107.95NZD $

Barry Mazur , William Stein
PB $37.959781107499430 Prime Numbers and the Riemann Hypothesis

This book introduces prime numbers and explains the famous unsolved Riemann hypothesis.
Mathematics

AUD $
$41.95NZD $

Edited by C. M. Campbell , M. R. Quick , E. F. Robertson , C. M. Roney-Dougal
PB $150.009781107514546 Groups St Andrews 2013

Leading researchers survey the latest developments in group theory and many related areas.
Mathematics

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Wim Michiels , Silviu-Iulian Niculescu
PB $225.009781611973624 Stability, Control, and Computation for Time-Delay Systems

A monograph on numerical and analytical methods applicable to time delays in dynamical systems,
with applications from engineering to biology.

Mathematics

AUD $
$247.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Michael Brin , Garrett Stuck
PB $78.959781107538948 Introduction to Dynamical Systems

A broad introduction, perfect for a one-year graduate course. Includes examples to motivate the
theory and some remarkable applications.

Mathematics

AUD $
$86.95NZD $

Dorian Goldfeld
PB $110.009781107565029 Automorphic Forms and L-Functions for the Group GL(n,R)

A self-contained graduate-level introduction to the topic of L-functions, first published in 2006.
Mathematics

AUD $
$121.95NZD $

C. T. J. Dodson , George Galanis , Efstathios Vassiliou
PB $125.009781316601952 Geometry in a Fréchet Context

A new approach to studying Fréchet geometry using projective limits of geometrical objects modelled
on Banach spaces.

Mathematics

AUD $
$137.95NZD $

P. G. Kevrekidis , D. J. Frantzeskakis , R. Carretero-González
PB $200.009781611973938 The Defocusing Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation

A study that summarizes state-of-the-art knowledge of Bose–Einstein condensates and related
nonlinear Schrödinger-type models.

Mathematics

AUD $
$220.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Kirsty MacLennan , Kate O'Brien , W. Ross Macnab
HB $165.009781107028494 Core Topics in Obstetric Anaesthesia

Easily accessible, up-to-date reference for anaesthetists in the delivery suite, as a revision guide or
aide memoire.

Medicine

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Kenneth W. Goodman
PB $96.959781107624733 Ethics, Medicine, and Information Technology

Essential for anyone who uses computers in clinical practice and cares about the ethical issues that
arise in their work.

Medicine

AUD $
$106.95NZD $

Edited by Sunit Ghosh , Florian Falter , Albert C. Perrino, Jr
PB $125.009781107428256 Cardiopulmonary Bypass

A complete clinically orientated guide to cardiopulmonary bypass and extracorporeal support for
trainee medical and technical personnel in cardiac surgery.

Medicine

AUD $
$137.95NZD $

Edited by Lauren C. Berkow , John C. Sakles
PB $130.009781107437449 Cases in Emergency Airway Management

A convenient procedural guide covering the safe management of critical airway emergencies using
case-based discussion, algorithms and practical instruction.

Medicine

AUD $
$143.95NZD $

Edited by Catherine Marco , Raquel Schears
PB $130.009781107438590 Ethical Dilemmas in Emergency Medicine

Ethical Dilemmas in Emergency Medicine provides invaluable information, perspectives, and
solutions to common ethical dilemmas in emergency medicine.

Medicine

AUD $
$143.95NZD $

Edited by John M. S. Bartlett , Abeer Shaaban , Fernando Schmitt
1 $235.009781107443464 Molecular Pathology with Online Resource

Practical overview of current molecular techniques and their applications in each organ system, for
practising and trainee pathologists.

Medicine

AUD $
$256.95NZD $Firm sale only

Stephen D. Silberstein , Michael J. Marmura , Hsiangkuo Yuan , Edited in consultation with
Stephen M. Stahl

PB $145.009781107485549 Essential Neuropharmacology

Reviews medications used by neurologists. The new edition is fully updated with major additional
drugs. User-friendly reference for all neurologists.

Medicine

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Barbara Ann Centeno , Edward B. Stelow , Martha Bishop Pitman
1 $320.009781107518308 Pancreatic Cytohistology

A comprehensive guide to preparing and assessing pancreatic aspiration, core biopsy and samples.Medicine

AUD $
$352.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Jyotsna Pundir , Arri Coomarasamy
PB $125.009781107618930 Obstetrics: Evidence-Based Algorithms

Provides evidence-based guidelines in schematic flowcharts, representing a step-by-step method of
solving clinical problems in obstetrics.

Medicine

AUD $
$137.95NZD $

Edited by Louise Hanna , Tom Crosby , Fergus Macbeth
PB $195.009781107683624 Practical Clinical Oncology

A complete guide to clinical oncology, covering the main treatment modalities and diagnosis and
treatment strategies for specific tumour types.

Medicine

AUD $
$214.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Claire W. Michael , David C. Chhieng , Carlos W. M. Bedrossian
1 $320.009781107539167 Cytohistology of the Serous Membranes

Comprehensive review of effusion pathology, with extensive color illustrations, correlating cytologic
findings with cell blocks and surgical pathology follow-up.

Medicine

AUD $
$347.95NZD $Firm sale only

Edited by Steven Butz
PB $105.009781107546936 Perioperative Drill-Based Crisis Management

This manual provides medical professionals with a script to run, discuss, and evaluate effective
emergency drills in the perioperative setting.

Medicine

AUD $
$115.95NZD $

Edited by David J. Castle - University of Melbourne, Kathryn M. Abel

PB $145.009781107622692

Comprehensive Women's Mental Health

A comprehensive, up-to-date and evidence-based review of women's mental health, written by
leading experts, for mental health clinicians.

Medicine

AUD $
$159.95NZD $Aus Author

Carola Nielinger-Vakil
HB $165.009780521845342 Luigi Nono

Carola Nielinger-Vakil examines selected works by Nono in the historical context of Italy and
Germany after 1945.

Music

AUD $
$181.95NZD $

Kenneth H. Marcus
HB $170.009781107064997 Schoenberg and Hollywood Modernism

Kenneth H. Marcus shows how Schoenberg played a vital role in Southern California Modernism
through his pedagogy, compositions, and texts.

Music

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Edited by Joshua S. Walden
HB $160.009781107023451 The Cambridge Companion to Jewish Music

A global history of Jewish music from the biblical era to the present day, with chapters by leading
international scholars.

Music

AUD $
$176.95NZD $

Emily Kilpatrick
HB $145.009781107118126 The Operas of Maurice Ravel

This first comprehensive study unites musical, literary, documentary and cultural perspectives to
shed new light on Ravel's compositional practice.

Music

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Edited by Erling E. Guldbrandsen , Julian Johnson
HB $170.009781107127210 Transformations of Musical Modernism

This collection brings fresh perspectives to bear upon key questions surrounding the composition,
performance and reception of musical modernism.

Music

AUD $
$187.95NZD $

Edited by Lawrence Nolan
HB $255.009780521193528 The Cambridge Descartes Lexicon

This is the most comprehensive dictionary devoted to the thought of the seventeenth-century French
philosopher René Descartes.

Philosophy

AUD $
$279.95NZD $Firm sale only
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James A. Harris
HB $77.959780521837255 Hume

This is the first intellectual biography of the British philosopher and historian David Hume.
Philosophy

AUD $
$85.95NZD $

Arthur Schopenhauer , Edited and translated by Adrian Del Caro , Edited by Christopher
Janaway

HB $175.009780521871853 Schopenhauer: Parerga and Paralipomena

A new translation of the popular philosophical essays that made Schopenhauer famous, including
essays on a diverse range of topics.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Edited by M. V. Dougherty
HB $150.009781107044340 Aquinas's  Disputed Questions on Evil

This collection of specially commissioned new essays explores the philosophical issues and subjects
of Aquinas's major work.

Philosophy

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Tuomas E. Tahko
HB $150.009781107077294 An Introduction to Metametaphysics

This is the first systematic student introduction to metametaphysics, examining the nature,
foundations and methodology of metaphysical inquiry.

Philosophy

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Frederick Rauscher
HB $150.009781107088801 Naturalism and Realism in Kant's Ethics

This book is the first detailed analysis and interpretation of Kant's ethics as anti-realist and idealist.
Philosophy

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Jeremy Moss - University of New South Wales, Sydney

HB $155.009781107093751

Climate Change and Justice

This collection sheds new light on the key ethical issues of climate change justice.

Philosophy

AUD $
$167.95NZD $Aus Author

Firm sale only

Michael Oakeshott
HB $175.009781107113589 Experience and its Modes

This book is Michael Oakeshott's discussion of the relationships between the most important
perspectives from which we experience the world.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Gilbert Ryle
HB $175.009781107113626 Dilemmas

This book shows that the conflicts that arise from everyday ways of thinking are not dilemmas as they
appear to be.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Charles Taylor
HB $175.009781107113671 Hegel and Modern Society

This book is an exploration of the relevance of Hegel's thought to contemporary society and politics.
Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Richard Wollheim
HB $175.009781107113800 Art and its Objects

This book is an influential study of the central questions and philosophical issues raised by art.
Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Onora O'Neill
HB $175.009781107116313 Constructing Authorities

This book is a collection of essays by Onora O'Neill and forms an illuminating commentary of Kant's
fundamental philosophical strategy.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Michael Oakeshott
PB $42.959781107534186 Experience and its Modes

This book is Michael Oakeshott's discussion of the relationships between the most important
perspectives from which we experience the world.

Philosophy

AUD $
$47.95NZD $
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Gilbert Ryle
PB $42.959781107534193 Dilemmas

This book shows that the conflicts that arise from everyday ways of thinking are not dilemmas as they
appear to be.

Philosophy

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

Charles Taylor
PB $42.959781107534261 Hegel and Modern Society

This book is an exploration of the relevance of Hegel's thought to contemporary society and politics.
Philosophy

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

Onora O'Neill
PB $62.959781107538252 Constructing Authorities

This book is a collection of essays by Onora O'Neill and forms an illuminating commentary of Kant's
fundamental philosophical strategy.

Philosophy

AUD $
$69.95NZD $

Edited and translated by Christopher Rowe
HB $140.009781107014831 Plato: Theaetetus and Sophist

A new and lively translation of two Platonic dialogues widely read and discussed by philosophers,
with introduction and notes.

Philosophy

AUD $
$154.95NZD $

Igor Douven
HB $155.009781107111455 The Epistemology of Indicative Conditionals

Addresses central questions concerning conditionals by combining the methods of formal
epistemology with those of cognitive psychology.

Philosophy

AUD $
$167.95NZD $Firm sale only

Imre Lakatos , Edited by John Worrall , Elie Zahar
HB $175.009781107113466 Proofs and Refutations

This influential book discusses the nature of mathematical discovery, development, methodology and
practice, forming Imre Lakatos's theory of 'proofs and refutations'.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Stanley Cavell
HB $175.009781107113633 Must We Mean What We Say?

This famous collection of essays by Stanley Cavell explores a diverse range of issues from
philosophy to music and drama.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Martin Hollis
HB $175.009781107113763 Models of Man

This classic book is Martin Hollis's influential rationalist account and exploration of human action and
identity.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Edited by Bernard Williams
HB $175.009781107113770 Obscenity and Film Censorship

This book is an influential study of obscenity and film censorship centred on an application of Mill's
'harm principle'.

Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Loren E. Lomasky , Fernando R. Tesón
HB $145.009781107115866 Justice at a Distance

Justice at a Distance argues that global justice is largely caused by ill-designed local political
structures, not because of insufficient aid.

Philosophy

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

D. M. Walsh
HB $155.009781107122109 Organisms, Agency, and Evolution

This book argues that evolution arises from the activities of organisms as agents, not from the
replication of genes.

Philosophy

AUD $
$167.95NZD $Firm sale only

Anthony J. Celano
HB $155.009781107134850 Aristotle's  Ethics  and Medieval Philosophy

Anthony Celano's study explores how medieval authors recast Aristotle's Nicomachean Ethics
according to their own moral ideals.

Philosophy

AUD $
$167.95NZD $
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Tuomas E. Tahko
PB $45.959781107434295 An Introduction to Metametaphysics

This is the first systematic student introduction to metametaphysics, examining the nature,
foundations and methodology of metaphysical inquiry.

Philosophy

AUD $
$50.95NZD $

Imre Lakatos , Edited by John Worrall , Elie Zahar
PB $42.959781107534056 Proofs and Refutations

This influential book discusses the nature of mathematical discovery, development, methodology and
practice, forming Imre Lakatos's theory of 'proofs and refutations'.

Philosophy

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

Edited by Bernard Williams
PB $42.959781107534407 Obscenity and Film Censorship

This book is an influential study of obscenity and film censorship centred on an application of Mill's
'harm principle'.

Philosophy

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

Edited and translated by Christopher Rowe
PB $41.959781107697027 Plato: Theaetetus and Sophist

A new and lively translation of two Platonic dialogues widely read and discussed by philosophers,
with introduction and notes.

Philosophy

AUD $
$46.95NZD $

Edited by Timothy Hinton
HB $180.009781107044487 The Original Position

This volume explores and analyses the continued relevance and ramifications of the original position,
the central idea of John Rawls's political philosophy.

Philosophy

AUD $
$198.95NZD $Firm sale only

Alfred North Whitehead
HB $175.009781107113732 The Concept of Nature

This book is an exploration of the fundamental metaphysical problems of substance, space and time.
Philosophy

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

Alfred North Whitehead
PB $42.959781107534315 The Concept of Nature

This book is an exploration of the fundamental metaphysical problems of substance, space and time.
Philosophy

AUD $
$47.95NZD $

Edited by Christopher Cowley
PB $54.959781107545731 Supererogation

This volume, based on the Royal Institute of Philosophy's Annual Conference in 2014, explores the
concept of supererogation.

Philosophy

AUD $
$60.95NZD $

Edited by Timothy Hinton
PB $52.959781107627512 The Original Position

This volume explores and analyses the continued relevance and ramifications of the original position,
the central idea of John Rawls's political philosophy.

Philosophy

AUD $
$58.95NZD $

David Cubero , Ferruccio Renzoni
HB $205.009781107063525 Brownian Ratchets

This book illustrates the development of Brownian ratchets, from their foundations, to their role in
molecular scale life and in artificial nano-machinery.

Physics

AUD $
$225.95NZD $Firm sale only

Jan Zaanen , Yan Liu , Ya-Wen Sun , Koenraad Schalm
HB $145.009781107080089 Holographic Duality in Condensed Matter Physics

A pioneering treatise presenting how the mathematical techniques of holographic duality can unify
the fundamental theories of physics.

Physics

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Robert B. Scott
PB $57.959781107638570 A Student's Manual for  A First Course in General Relativity

The only solutions manual providing students with comprehensive cross-referenced solutions to
Bernard Schutz's A First Course in General Relativity.

Physics

AUD $
$63.95NZD $
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Piers Coleman
HB $140.009780521864886 Introduction to Many-Body Physics

Explains the tools and concepts needed for a research-level understanding of the subject, for
graduate students in condensed matter physics.

Physics

AUD $
$151.95NZD $

Michael Dine
HB $145.009781107048386 Supersymmetry and String Theory

This fully updated second edition provides a thorough overview of string theory and supersymmetry
and includes the groundbreaking Higgs discovery.

Physics

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Philip Jones , Onofrio Maragó , Giovanni Volpe
HB $145.009781107051164 Optical Tweezers

A comprehensive guide to the theory, practice and applications of optical tweezers, combining
state-of-the-art research with a strong pedagogic approach.

Physics

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Mala Htun
PB $45.959780521690836 Inclusion without Representation in Latin America

This book analyzes how Latin American countries modified their institutions to promote the inclusion
of women, Afrodescendants, and indigenous peoples.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$50.95NZD $

Mala Htun
HB $155.009780521870566 Inclusion without Representation in Latin America

This book analyzes how Latin American countries modified their institutions to promote the inclusion
of women, Afrodescendants, and indigenous peoples.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Jill Locke
HB $155.009781107063198 Democracy and the Death of Shame

This book explores shame as a politically charged idea that is disavowed, invoked, and negotiated in
moments of democratic struggle.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Prerna Singh
HB $145.009781107070059 How Solidarity Works for Welfare

This book develops an argument for the power of collective identity as an impetus for state
prioritization of social welfare.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$155.95NZD $

Shalini Satkunanandan
HB $135.009781107082724 Extraordinary Responsibility

This book explores how an impoverished understanding of responsibility as quantifiable and
dischargeable sustains moralistic politics.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

Carson Holloway
HB $155.009781107109056 Hamilton versus Jefferson in the Washington Administration

Hamilton versus Jefferson in the Washington Administration is an intensive study of the constitutional
and political arguments between Hamilton and Jefferson in Washington's cabinet.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by James A. Thurber , Antoine Yoshinaka
HB $145.009781107114166 American Gridlock

American Gridlock is a comprehensive analysis of polarization encompassing national and state
politics, voters, elites, activists, the media, and the three branches of government.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Graeme Gill - University of Sydney
HB $180.009781107130081 Building an Authoritarian Polity

Argues that post-Soviet Russia was never on a democratic trajectory because dominant elites always
fostered the building of an authoritarian polity.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$198.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Carson Holloway
PB $52.959781107521117 Hamilton versus Jefferson in the Washington Administration

Hamilton versus Jefferson in the Washington Administration is an intensive study of the constitutional
and political arguments between Hamilton and Jefferson in Washington's cabinet.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$58.95NZD $

Edited by James A. Thurber , Antoine Yoshinaka
PB $49.959781107534698 American Gridlock

American Gridlock is a comprehensive analysis of polarization encompassing national and state
politics, voters, elites, activists, the media, and the three branches of government.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$54.95NZD $

Graeme Gill - University of Sydney

PB $63.959781107562424

Building an Authoritarian Polity

Argues that post-Soviet Russia was never on a democratic trajectory because dominant elites always
fostered the building of an authoritarian polity.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$70.95NZD $Aus Author

David Darmofal
PB $52.959780521716383 Spatial Analysis for the Social Sciences

This book shows how to model the spatial interactions between actors that are at the heart of the
social sciences.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$58.95NZD $

David Darmofal
HB $145.009780521888264 Spatial Analysis for the Social Sciences

This book shows how to model the spatial interactions between actors that are at the heart of the
social sciences.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$159.95NZD $

Melanie Manion
HB $135.009781107049116 Information for Autocrats

This book studies representation in Chinese local congresses, drawing on qualitative fieldwork and
quantitative surveys of congressmen and women.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

S. M. Amadae
HB $155.009781107064034 Prisoners of Reason

Using the theory of Prisoner's Dilemma, Prisoners of Reason explores how neoliberalism departs
from classic liberalism and how it rests on game theory.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by Philippe Bourbeau
HB $175.009781107107403 Security

Provides a rich and unparalleled understanding of how the concept of security is studied in nine
different disciplines.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$192.95NZD $

William J. Brenner
HB $150.009781107109452 Confounding Powers

A comparative historical examination of the international systemic and societal origins and effects of
Al Qaeda and similar historical actors.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Francis J. Beckwith
HB $155.009781107112728 Taking Rites Seriously

This book is a critical look at how courts, legal scholars, and the academic culture mischaracterize
and misunderstand religious beliefs.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Edited by Yohan Ariffin , Jean-Marc Coicaud , Vesselin Popovski
HB $185.009781107113855 Emotions in International Politics

This book investigates collective emotions in international politics, with examples from 9/11 and
World War II to the Rwandan genocide.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$203.95NZD $Firm sale only
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Meg Rithmire
HB $155.009781107117303 Land Bargains and Chinese Capitalism

This book explains the origins of Chinese land politics and explores how property rights and urban
growth strategies differ among Chinese cities.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

David T. Smith
HB $135.009781107117310 Religious Persecution and Political Order in the United States

This book explains why the United States, a country that values religious freedom, has persecuted
some religious minorities while protecting others.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$148.95NZD $

Adam Ziegfeld
HB $155.009781107118683 Why Regional Parties?

The first major study of India's regional parties which discusses why, when, and where they are
electorally successful.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Amy Catalinac - Australian National University, Canberra

HB $155.009781107120495

Electoral Reform and National Security in Japan

This book argues that Japanese politicians pay more attention to security issues nowadays because
of the electoral reform.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $Aus Author

Ayse Kaya
HB $155.009781107120945 Power and Global Economic Institutions

Ayse Kaya analyses the relationship between states' economic power and their political power in key
multilateral economic institutions.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$167.95NZD $

Tom Long
HB $160.009781107121249 Latin America Confronts the United States

Using multinational sources, the book explores how Latin American leaders influenced US policy in
the context of asymmetrical power relations.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$172.95NZD $

Jeffrey J. Harden
HB $155.009781107130968 Multidimensional Democracy

This book examines four unique dimensions of American political representation from the supply
(legislator) and demand (constituent) perspectives.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Taylor Boas
HB $155.009781107131149 Presidential Campaigns in Latin America

Taylor Boas argues that new democracies are likely to develop nationally specific approaches to
electioneering through success contagion.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Matthew Amengual
HB $155.009781107135833 Politicized Enforcement in Argentina

Amengual investigates how labor and environmental regulations can be enforced by drawing on a
study of politics in Argentina.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$170.95NZD $

Kai He
HB $150.009781107141988 China's Crisis Behavior

The first study to systematically analyse the patterns of China's foreign policy crisis behaviour after
the Cold War.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$165.95NZD $

Edited by Philippe Bourbeau
PB $57.959781107514737 Security

Provides a rich and unparalleled understanding of how the concept of security is studied in nine
different disciplines.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$63.95NZD $
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Francis J. Beckwith
PB $43.959781107533059 Taking Rites Seriously

This book is a critical look at how courts, legal scholars, and the academic culture mischaracterize
and misunderstand religious beliefs.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$48.95NZD $

Meg Rithmire
PB $52.959781107539877 Land Bargains and Chinese Capitalism

This book explains the origins of Chinese land politics and explores how property rights and urban
growth strategies differ among Chinese cities.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$58.95NZD $

David T. Smith
PB $45.959781107539891 Religious Persecution and Political Order in the United States

This book explains why the United States, a country that values religious freedom, has persecuted
some religious minorities while protecting others.

Politics, social
theory, history of
ideas

AUD $
$50.95NZD $
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